TO: Chief, Special Affairs Staff
INFO: Chief of Base, Havana
Chief of Station, WVE; Chief, MI Division
FROM: Chief of Station, Mexico City
SUBJECT: Contact Report (LITAKIL-9)

Prepared for transmission (LITAKIL-9)

Attached, for addresses, are copies of subject contact reports dated 10 June, 18 June, and 20 June 1963.

Willard C. Curtis

On 18 June 63 (LITAKIL-9) reported as follows:

.....

3. (L-9) after all others in the Cuban Embassy had refused to help Emma CASTRO de LONELLI get several boxes of medicine on the plane, was able to convince the steward on the plane to take the boxes. Since Jorge BOJAR, "Ross" GARCIA among others were involved and doing nothing, stating that it was CASTRO strictly against orders to put any more cargo on board the plane, GARCIA who was supposed to have helped Emma CASTRO disappeared and could not be found.

.....

8. (LM-9) reported that Emilio ASCUARA, wife brought in many boxes from Havana for Dr. ROYAL, father of Cuban girl in Mexico and anti-Castro. (L-9) is amazed that ASCUARA is helping the ROYALS who are definitely against the regime. .......
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